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Abstract—In this paper, we study information-theoretic lim-
its for simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT) systems employing a practical nonlinear radio frequency
(RF) energy harvesting (EH) receiver. In particular, we consider
a three-node system with one transmitter that broadcasts a
common signal to separated information decoding (ID) and EH
receivers. Owing to the nonlinearity of the EH receiver circuit,
the efficiency of wireless power transfer depends significantly on
the waveform of the transmitted signal. In this paper, we aim to
answer the following fundamental question: What is the optimal
input distribution of the transmit waveform that maximizes the
rate of the ID receiver for a given required harvested power at
the EH receiver? In particular, we study the capacity of a SWIPT
system impaired by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) under
average-power (AP) and peak-power (PP) constraints at the
transmitter and an EH constraint at the EH receiver. Using
Hermite polynomial bases, we prove that the optimal capacity-
achieving input distribution that maximizes the rate-energy region
is unique and discrete with a finite number of mass points.
Furthermore, we show that the optimal input distribution for
the same problem without PP constraint is discrete whenever
the EH constraint is active and continuous zero-mean Gaussian,
otherwise. Our numerical results show that the rate-energy region
is enlarged for a larger PP constraint and that the rate loss of
the considered SWIPT system compared to the AWGN channel
without EH receiver is reduced by increasing the AP budget.
I. INTRODUCTION
In addition to their capability of transferring information,
radio frequency (RF) signals are a viable energy source that
can charge low-power devices, such as wireless sensors and
Internet-of-Things devices. This dual capability of RF signals
has recently attracted significant attention to the study of
simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT)
systems. In [1], Varshney showed that there exists a fundamen-
tal tradeoff between the rate of information transfer and power
transfer. This tradeoff is characterized by the boundary of the
so-called rate-energy region [2]. In order to fully characterize a
SWIPT system, it is essential to accurately model the wireless
power transfer (WPT) component of the system. The RF-based
energy harvesting (EH) receiver of a WPT system comprises a
rectenna, i.e., an antenna followed by a rectifier, which converts
the received RF signal into a direct-current (DC) signal that
can charge low-power devices. Most of the literature on WPT
assumed a linear RF EH receiver model. However, in practice,
RF EH rectifiers are usually composed of a diode and a
capacitor, and as a result, their input-output characteristic is
highly nonlinear [3], [4]. In particular, for high incident RF
powers at the rectifier’s input, the output DC power saturates
due to the diode’s reverse breakdown leading to a reduced
RF-to-DC conversion efficiency. This saturation behaviour has
been modelled in [5] by a parametric nonlinear EH model
that accurately matches measurements from practical RF EH
circuits.
Owing to the rectifier’s nonlinearity, the RF-to-DC con-
version efficiency of an RF EH receiver depends not only
on the strength of the input RF power at the rectifier, but
also on the waveform of the transmitted RF signal [3], [4].
For example, experiments have shown that signals with high
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), such as multisine and
chaotic signals tend to yield higher DC powers for a given
average incident RF power compared to constant envelope
signals [3]. This is because compared to a constant-envelope
signal, for e.g. a pulsed high-PAPR signal having the same
average power, the rectifier’s capacitor charges to a higher peak
amplitude leading to a higher output DC voltage during the
capacitor’s discharge time, see [3, Figure 9]. This interesting
observation has motivated the design of RF transmit waveforms
that maximize the harvested DC power of practical nonlinear
EH receivers. For example, in [4], an analytical nonlinear
model of the rectenna is introduced and the amplitudes and
phases of a deterministic multisine signal are jointly optimized
to maximize the harvested DC power for WPT. It is shown that,
while a linear EH model favours single carrier transmission, the
nonlinear model favours multi-carrier transmission. Moreover,
assuming perfect channel knowledge at the transmitter, the
harvested DC power increases linearly with the number of
frequency tones [4].
While the waveform design goal for a pure WPT system is to
maximize the harvested DC energy only, for a SWIPT system,
the waveform design goal is to simultaneously maximize both
the information rate and the harvested energy, i.e., to maximize
the rate-energy region. For a linear EH receiver model, the
EH constraint concerns only the second-order moment of the
input distribution of the transmit waveform. Hence, for a linear
EH model, waveforms with Gaussian input distribution are
optimal for maximizing the information rate of a SWIPT
system under an EH constraint. However, for a SWIPT system
with a nonlinear EH circuit, a fundamental open question that
naturally arises for the waveform design problem is “What
is the optimal input distribution of the transmit waveform
that maximizes the rate-energy region?” First steps toward
answering this question have been made in [6] and [7]. In
[6], the authors considered the superposition of a deterministic
multisine waveform and a modulated orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing waveform and optimized the amplitudes
and phases of the frequency tones to maximize the rate-
energy region. Furthermore, in [7], input distributions that are
fully characterized by their first- and second-order statistics
were considered and a truncated Taylor series expansion of
the diode’s nonlinear characteristic equation was adopted. It
was shown that the optimal input distribution under these
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Fig. 1: A SWIPT system with a separate EH receiver and an ID receiver.
assumptions is the zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution
with asymmetric power allocation to the real and imaginary
parts. However, the waveforms reported in [6] and [7] are not
optimal if the imposed restrictions on the input distributions
are removed
In this paper, we aim to answer the above fundamental
question without imposing restrictions on the input distribution
and adopting the exact form of the diode’s characteristic equa-
tion. In particular, we consider a three-node SWIPT system,
in which one receiver harvests energy and another separate
receiver decodes information from a signal broadcasted by
a common transmitter over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. For the EH receiver, we adopt the nonlinear
rectenna circuit model from [4], [8]. Our objective is to find the
optimal input distribution of the transmit signal that maximizes
the mutual information between the input and the output of
the information channel under a minimum harvested power
constraint at the EH receiver. Thereby, we impose average-
power (AP) and peak-power (PP) constraints at the transmitter.
We show that the capacity-achieving input distribution that
maximizes the rate-energy region under these constraints is
unique. Furthermore, we show that this optimal input dis-
tribution is discrete even if the PP constraint is removed.
With a PP constraint, the optimal input distribution possesses
a finite number of mass points. This interesting outcome is
inline with the classical result for the capacity-achieving input
distribution of a discrete-time memoryless channel under AP
and PP constraints studied by Smith in [9].
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A. System Model
We consider a three-node single-antenna SWIPT system as
shown in Fig. 1, where a transmitter broadcasts a common
signal to an information decoding (ID) receiver and an EH
receiver. In particular, we consider a time-slotted system with
time slot duration T . The transmitter transmits a real-valued
baseband information-bearing pulse-amplitude modulated sig-
nal x(t) =
∑∞
k=−∞ x[k]g(t− kT ), where g(t) is the transmit
pulse waveform and x[k] is the information symbol in time
slot k which is a realization of an independent and identically
distributed real-valued1 random variable X ∈ R having cumu-
lative distribution function F . The channel fading gains for the
ID and EH receivers are denoted by hI ∈ R and hE ∈ R,
respectively, and are assumed to be flat and fixed over all
time slots. Both channel gains are assumed to be perfectly
known at the transmitter and the information channel is known
at the ID receiver. The received signal at the ID receiver is
1As customary for capacity analysis, see e.g. [10], [11], as a first step,
we assume real-valued channel inputs and outputs. The generalization to a
complex-valued signal model is relatively straightforward [10] but omitted
here due to space constraints.
yI(t) = x(t)hI + n(t) where n(t) is real-valued zero-mean
AWGN. At the EH receiver, we ignore the additive noise since
its contribution to the harvested DC power is negligible. Hence,
the received signal is yE(t) = x(t)hE in the baseband and
yRFE (t)=
√
2<{yE(t)ej2pifct} in the RF domain, where j is the
imaginary unit, fc is the carrier frequency, and <{·} denotes
the real part of a complex number. Next, we focus on the EH
receiver and adopt the nonlinear rectenna model from [8]. In
particular, we obtain an expression for the harvested energy
at the EH receiver in terms of the input distribution for the
considered scalar single-carrier AWGN channel.
B. Rectenna Nonlinear Circuit Model
We adopt the nonlinear rectenna model from [4] and [8]
shown in Fig. 2. A rectenna consists of an antenna and a recti-
fier. The antenna is commonly modelled as an equivalent volt-
age source vs(t) in series with an impedance Rant. The rectifier
typically consists of a single diode followed by a capacitor-
based low pass filter (LPF). The received RF signal yRFE (t)
is converted at the rectifier’s output to a DC signal across a
load resistance RL. We assume perfect impedance matching,
i.e., Rin = Rant holds, where Rin is the equivalent input
impedance of the circuit observed after the antenna impedance.
Thereby, the average received power is completely transferred
to the rectifier, i.e., E[|yRFE (t)|2] = E[|vin(t)|2]/Rin, or
equivalently vin(t) = yRFE (t)
√
Rant, where E[·] denotes the
expectation operator [4]. The current id(t) flowing through an
ideal diode is related to the voltage drop, vd(t), across it by
the Shockley diode equation id(t) = is
(
e
vd(t)
ηVT − 1), where is
is the diode’s reverse bias saturation current, η is the ideality
factor which typically lies between 1 and 2, and VT is the
thermal voltage which is approximately 25.85 mV at room
temperature. By assuming that the capacitance, c, of the LPF
is sufficiently large, the output voltage can be assumed constant
(DC), i.e., vout(t) ≈ vout [8]. Applying Kirchoff’s current law
to the circuit in Fig. 2, we obtain
id(t)= ic(t) + iout(t) = c
dvout
dt
+
vout
RL
= is
(
e
vd(t)
ηVT − 1), (1)
where vout is constant, i.e., dvoutdt = 0. Now, using vd(t) =
vin(t)− vout = yRFE (t)
√
Rant − vout, we obtain
vout
RL
= is
(
e
−vout
ηVT e
yRFE (t)
√
Rant
ηVT − 1
)
, (2)
which can be written as eBy
RF
E (t) =
(
1 + voutisRL
)
e
vout
ηVT , where
B =
√
Rant
ηVT
. Finally, averaging both sides over one symbol
duration T and over the input distribution F , we obtain [8]
E
[
1
T
∫
T
eBy
RF
E (t)dt
]
=
(
1 +
vout
isRL
)
e
vout
ηVT . (3)
The left hand side (LHS) of (3) can be interpreted as the
time-average of the moment generating function E[eByRFE (t)]
of random variable yRFE (t), which is the received RF signal
at time instant t. We note that the DC power delivered to the
load is pout = v2out/RL and the right hand side of (3) strictly
increases with vout. Hence, imposing a minimum harvested
power constraint pout ≥ preq is equivalent to imposing a
Fig. 2: Nonlinear rectenna circuit model.
constraint, Ereq, on (3), i.e.,
E
[
1
T
∫
T
eBy
RF
E (t)dt
]
≥ Ereq ,
(
1 +
√
preq
is
√
RL
)
e
√
RLpreq
ηVT .(4)
Assuming a rectangular pulse g(t) with unit amplitude and
duration T , in time slot k, i.e., kT −T/2 < t < kT +T/2,
the baseband transmit signal is constant and given by x(t) =∑∞
k=−∞ x[k]g(t−kT )=x[k]. Hence, the received signal in the
RF domain reduces to yRFE (t) =
√
2x[k]hE cos(2pifct), kT −
T/2< t< kT+T/2, where the information symbol x[k] is a
realization of random variable X at time slot k. Hence, (3) can
be written as
E
[
1
T
∫
T
eBy
RF
E (t)dt
]
=E
[
1
T
∫
T
e
√
2BXhE cos(2pifct)dt
]
= E
[
I0
(√
2BhEX
)]
, (5)
where I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and
order zero. In solving the integral in (5), we assumed that fc =
m/T with integer m. Using (5), the EH constraint reduces to
E
[
I0
(√
2BhEX
)]
≥ Ereq. (6)
In particular, for a given required harvested power preq, Ereq
is calculated in (4) and the EH constraint in (6) is applied
in the optimization problem for the optimal input distribution
formulated in the next section. Then, with the optimized input
distribution of X , the LHS of (6) is evaluated, which based
on (5) is equivalent to the LHS of (3). Using (3), vout can
be obtained using the bisection method and the DC power
delivered to the load is obtained as pout = v2out/RL.
In addition to the EH constraint in (6), the peak amplitude
of the received RF signal yRFE (t) should be limited to avoid
the breakdown of the rectifying diode [6]. In particular, we
limit the peak amplitude at the EH receiver input to AR, i.e.,
max |yRFE (t)| = max |
√
2XhE | ≤ AR, which consequently
limits the amplitude of the transmit signal X to AR/(
√
2hE).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
In this section, we study the capacity of the considered scalar
AWGN information channel under AP and PP constraints on
the transmit signal and an EH constraint at the EH receiver.
We first establish the existence of a unique optimal input
distribution for the transmitted information symbols. We then
provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the capacity-
achieving input distribution. Furthermore, we show that the
capacity-achieving input distribution is discrete with a finite
number of mass points.
A. Problem Formulation
The discrete-time baseband model for the information chan-
nel after down-conversion, matched filtering, and sampling of
the continuous-time signal received at the ID receiver is given
by Y = XhI + N , where N ∼ N (0, σ2n) is the Gaussian
distributed noise and Y is the information channel output with
probability density function (pdf) p(y). At the transmitter, the
peak power is usually limited to avoid the negative impact of
amplifier nonlinearities. Hence, we set a maximum transmit
amplitude constraint given by |X| ≤ AT . Recall that |X| is
also limited by AR/(
√
2hE) in order to avoid the breakdown
of the rectifying diode, cf. Section II-B. Hence, the effective
amplitude constraint on the transmit signal, i.e., the effective PP
constraint, reduces to |X| ≤ min(AT , AR/(
√
2hE))
∆
= A. We
aim at maximizing the average mutual information between X
and Y subject to AP and PP constraints on the transmit symbols
X and a minimum harvested power constraint at the EH
receiver. Hence, our optimization problem can be formulated
as
C = sup
F∈FA
I(F )
s.t. C1 : E[X2] ≤ σ2x
C2 : E
[
I0
(√
2BhEX
)]
≥ Ereq, (7)
where FA is the set of all possible input distribution functions
of random variable X that satisfy the PP constraint |X| ≤A,
i.e., ∀F ∈ FA,
∫ A
−A dF (x) = 1. I(F ) is the mutual infor-
mation between X and Y achieved by the input distribution
F and given by I(F ) =
∫ A
−A i(x;F )dF (x), where i(x;F )
is the marginal information density defined as i(x;F ) ∆=∫
y
p(y|x) log2 p(y|x)p(y;F )dy, p(y;F ) is the output pdf assuming
input distribution F , and p(y|x) is the output pdf conditioned
on the transmission of symbol x [9]. σ2x is the AP budget and
Ereq is the EH constraint, cf. Section II-B. For the purpose
of exposition, we define g1(F )
∆
=
∫ A
−A x
2dF (x) − σ2x and
g2(F )
∆
= Ereq−
∫ A
−A I0
(√
2BhEx
)
dF (x). Hence, constraints
C1 and C2 can be written as gi(F ) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2. Note that
solving (7) for all possible targeted harvested energies at the
EH receiver, preq , or the corresponding Ereq in C2, leads to
the rate-energy region of the considered SWIPT system.
B. Properties of the Optimal Input Distribution
In the following, we investigate some important properties
of the optimal input distribution.
1) Uniqueness of the Optimal Input Distribution: We es-
tablish the uniqueness of the optimal input distribution for
problem (7) in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The capacity C in (7) is achieved by a unique
optimal input distribution function F0, i.e., C = sup
F∈Ω
I(F ) =
I(F0), where Ω ⊂ FA is the set of input distributions that
satisfy the PP constraint and constraints C1 and C2 in (7).
Furthermore, there exist λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0 such that the
capacity C is equivalently given by
C = sup
F∈FA
I(F )− λ1g1(F )− λ2g2(F ). (8)
Moreover, the supremum in (8) is also achieved by F0 and
λ1g1(F0) = 0 and λ2g2(F0) = 0.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix A. 
2) Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for the Optimal In-
put Distribution: The following theorem provides a necessary
and sufficient condition for the capacity-achieving distribution
F0.
Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the input
distribution F0 to achieve the capacity C in (8) is that ∀F ∈
FA, there exist λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0 such that
A∫
−A
[
i(x;F0)− λ1x2 + λ2I0(
√
2BhEx)
]
dF (x)
≤ C − λ1σ2x + λ2Ereq. (9)
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix B. 
Let us define the points of increase of a distribution function
F as those points which have non-zero probability [9]. In the
following corollary, we use the condition in (9) to provide a
more useful set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the
optimal input distribution.
Corollary 1. Let E0 be the points of increase of a distribution
function F0 on [−A,A], then F0 is the optimal input distri-
bution if and only if there exist λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0 such
that
λ1
(
x2 − σ2x
)−λ2 (I0 (√2BhEx)−Ereq)+ C
+
1
2
log2(2pieσ
2
n)+
1√
2piσ2n
∫
e
− (y−xhI )2
2σ2n log2(p(y;F0))dy ≥ 0,
(10)
∀x ∈ [−A,A], with equality if x is a point of increase of F0,
i.e., if x ∈ E0.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix C. 
3) Discreteness of the Optimal Input Distribution: The dis-
creteness of the optimal input distribution F0 for the problem
in (7) is formally stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The optimal input distribution that achieves the
capacity in (7) is discrete with finite number of mass points.
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix D. 
Remark 1. If the EH constraint in problem (7) is inactive,
then the problem reduces to the capacity of an AP and PP
constrained AWGN channel, whose optimal input distribution
was shown to be discrete with a finite number of mass points
by Smith in [9].
Corollary 2. Consider problem (7) without the PP con-
straint, i.e., A → ∞ and X ∈ R and define Elim ∆=
eB
2h2Eσ
2
x/2I0(B
2h2Eσ
2
x/2). If Ereq ≤ Elim, then the EH
constraint is inactive and problem (7) reduces to the capacity
maximization problem of the AP-constrained AWGN channel
whose optimal input distribution is known to be the continuous
zero-mean Gaussian distribution [10]. On the other hand, if
Ereq > Elim, then the EH constraint is active and the optimal
input distribution of the AWGN channel with AP and EH
constraints is discrete.
Proof. For problem (7) without PP constraint, if the EH
constraint C2 is satisfied for a zero-mean Gaussian distribu-
tion, i.e., Elim =
∫∞
−∞ I0(
√
2BhEx)
1√
2piσ2x
e−x
2/(2σ2x)dx =
eB
2h2Eσ
2
x/2I0(B
2h2Eσ
2
x/2) ≥ Ereq holds, then C2 is inactive
and the continuous Gaussian distribution is optimal [10]. This
can also be verified from Case 1 in Appendix D with A→∞.
Otherwise, if Ereq>Elim, then the problem is infeasible with
the Gaussian distribution and the optimal input distribution that
satisfies the EH constraint is discrete. This is because the proof
of the discreteness of the optimal input distribution in Case 2
in Appendix D is independent of the value of A. 
C. Optimal Input Distribution as the Solution of (7)
Here, we explain how the optimal input distribution is
obtained from (7). Note that although we showed that the
optimal input distribution is discrete with a finite number
of mass points, cf. Theorem 3, the number and positions of
the mass points are not known. To cope with this issue, we
discretize the interval [−A,A] with sufficiently small step size
∆x to obtain the symbol set. Then, we employ a numerical
solver such as CVX [12] to solve (7). Since the optimization
problem in (7) is convex, the global optimum solution can be
found using standard numerical methods and letting ∆x→ 0.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate problem (7) to
obtain the capacity of the considered AWGN channel with
AP, PP, and EH constraints. The path loss model is given by
h2r =
(
cl
4pidrfc
)α
for r ∈ {I, E}, where cl is the speed of
light, fc is the carrier frequency, α is the path loss exponent,
dI and dE are the distances between the transmitter and the
ID and EH receivers, respectively. We consider a setup with
fc = 2.45 GHz, α = 2.5, dI = 500 m, and dE = 70 m. At the
ID receiver, we assume a noise power of σ2n = −80 dBm. At
the EH receiver, we assume the following circuit parameters
Rant = 50 Ω, is = 100µA, η = 1.5, VT = 25.85 mV, and
RL = 10 kΩ [4], [8].
In Fig. 3, we plot the rate-energy region of the considered
system for different AP and PP constraints. In particular, we
obtain the rate-energy region by solving optimization problem
(7) for a given Ereq corresponding to the targeted harvested
DC power pout. It is observed that, for the considered separated
ID and EH receivers with the nonlinear EH model, there is a
tradeoff between the information rate transmitted to the ID
receiver and the power delivered to the EH receiver. This is
because, for a larger required harvested power, the optimal
input distribution is such that the transmitter transmits more
often with the peak amplitudes x = ±A and less often in the
range x ∈ (−A,A). This leads to higher harvested power for
the EH receiver at the expense of a lower information rate for
the ID receiver. Moreover, it can be observed that the higher
the peak-amplitude A, the larger the rate-energy region gets.
This is because, for a larger peak amplitude, the transmitter has
to transmit less often with the peak amplitudes and can more
often choose x ∈ (−A,A) allowing for a higher information
rate. In addition, we plot Shannon’s capacity limit given by
C = 0.5 log2(1 + σ
2
xh
2
I/σ
2
n), which is the capacity of the
AWGN channel with AP constraint only. We also plot the
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Fig. 3: Rate-energy region for different AP and PP constraints.
capacity of the AWGN channel with AP and PP constraints
studied by Smith in [9]. For the considered AP constraints,
Shannon’s and Smith’s capacities practically coincide due to
the low APs. For this reason, for a given AP constraint, all rate-
energy curves for different PP constraints converge to the same
point (Shannon’s capacity) when the EH constraint is inactive.
In other words, if we define plim as the maximum harvested
DC power obtained by setting (5) to Elim, then from Corollary
2, when the required harvested power is strictly less than plim,
Shannon’s capacity is achieved and the harvested DC power
with the optimal Gaussian input distribution is plim.
In Fig. 4, we plot the capacity according to problem (7)
as a function of AP constraint σ2x for a required harvested DC
power of 3µW and a peak amplitude of A = 13 V. For low APs
(or equivalently low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)), the system is
EH-limited. In particular, compared to Smith’s problem in [9]
with AP and PP constraints, the imposed EH constraint of our
problem in (7) incurs a capacity loss which decreases with the
AP. On the other hand, for large APs (SNRs), the system is PP
limited. That is, the EH constraint is inactive and the capacity
of our problem coincides with that of Smith’s problem in [9]. In
addition, we plot the maximum information rate for amplitude
shift keying (ASK) modulation. This rate is obtained by solving
problem (7) for symbols x = 2AkM−1 −A, k = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1,
where M is the number of symbols. The larger the alphabet
size, the closer the capacity achieved by the finite alphabet is
to that achieved by the optimal input distribution with arbitrary
number of mass points. Moreover, we observe that in the PP-
limited regime, the capacities of all PP-constrained schemes
saturate with increasing AP budget.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered a practical nonlinear RF EH
model and studied the AWGN channel capacity of a SWIPT
system with separated ID and EH receivers under AP, PP, and
EH constraints. We showed that the capacity-achieving optimal
input distribution that maximizes the rate-energy region is
discrete with a finite number of mass points which is inline
with the results obtained for information-only transfer systems
in [9], [13], [14]. Furthermore, we proved that the optimal
input distribution for the same problem without PP constraint is
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Fig. 4: Capacity of problem (7) and for different finite-alphabet sizes for A =
13V and a required harvested DC power of 3µW.
discrete whenever the EH constraint is active and is continuous
zero-mean Gaussian, otherwise. Moreover, we showed that the
rate-energy region increases if the PP constraint is relaxed and
that the loss in capacity incurred by the EH constraint decreases
as the AP budget increases.
APPENDIX A − PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We first prove the existence of a unique distribution F0 ∈ Ω
that maximizes the mutual information I(F ). It suffices to
show that the optimization problem in (7) is convex, i.e.,
that the set Ω is convex and compact in some topology
and that I(·) is continuous and strictly concave in F . The
convexity of the set Ω follows from the convexity of the set
of distribution functions FA (defined by
∫ A
−A dF (x) = 1)
and the linearity of the AP and EH constraints in F . Hence,
constraints gi(F ) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, are convex. The proof of the
compactness of Ω is similar to that in [13, Appendix I.A].
Next, we show that the mutual information is continuous and
strictly concave in F . The mutual information resulting from
an input distribution F is given by I(F ) = hY (F ) − hN ,
where hY (F ) is the entropy of output Y assuming an input
distribution function F , and hN is the noise entropy which
is constant for the considered AWGN channel and given by
hN =
1
2 log2(2pieσ
2
n). Since hN is constant, it suffices to
show that hY (F ) is continuous and strictly concave. The proof
of the continuity of hY (F ) is given in [13, Appendix I.B].
Next, we show that the entropy function hY (F ) is strictly
concave in F . Since hY (F ) = −
∫∞
−∞ p(y;F ) log2(p(y;F ))dy
is a strictly concave function of the output pdf p(y;F ) and
p(y;F ) =
∫∞
−∞ p(y|x)dF (x) is a linear function in F , it
follows that hY (F ) is a strictly concave function of F . Hence,
we conclude that problem (7) is convex and has a unique
solution.
Next, the proof that the capacity C = supF∈Ω I(F ) is
equivalently given by (8) follows from the Lagrangian theorem
for constrained optimization. In particular, this equivalence
(strong duality) holds for the convex problem in (7) if C is
finite and Slater’s condition holds, i.e., there exists an interior
point F ∈ FA such that all constraints hold with strict
inequality, i.e., gi(F ) < 0, i = 1, 2. The finiteness of the
capacity C is guaranteed by the AP constraint. Next, we prove
that for the considered problem, Slater’s condition holds. Let
x1 satisfies |x1| < σx < A and I0
(√
2BhEx1
)
> Ereq and let
F1 be the unit-step function at x1, then g1(F1) = x21−σ2x < 0
and g2(F1) = −I0
(√
2BhEx1
)
+ Ereq < 0, hence Slater’s
condition holds. From the Lagrangian theorem, we conclude
that strong duality holds and there exist λ1 ≥ 0 and λ2 ≥ 0
such that the expression for the capacity in (8) holds and is
achieved also by F0. Moreover, the complementary slackness
conditions λ1g1(F0) = 0 and λ2g2(F0) = 0 must hold. This
completes the proof.
APPENDIX B − PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Define J(F ) ∆= I(F )−λ1g1(F )−λ2g2(F ), then (8) can be
written as C = supF∈FA J(F ). From [13, Theorem 3], ifFA is convex, and J(F ) is concave and weakly differentiable,
then J ′F0(F ) ≤ 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition
for J(F ) to achieve its maximum at F0, where J ′F0(F )
∆
=
limθ→0 (J((1−θ)F0+θF )−J(F0)) /θ is the weak derivative
of J(F ) at F0. In Appendix A, we established that FA is con-
vex and that J(F ) is strictly concave in F , since I(F ) is strictly
concave in F and gi(F ) is linear in F for i=1, 2. It remains to
be proved that J(F ) is weakly differentiable and to determine
the derivative J ′F0(F )=I
′
F0
(F )−λ1g′1,F0(F )−λ2g′2,F0(F ). In
[13, Proof of Theorem 3], it is shown that I ′F0(F ) exists and
is given by I ′F0(F )=
∫
i(x;F0)dF (x)−I(F0). It is also shown
that for any linear constraint function gi(F ), the derivative is
g′i,F0(F )=gi(F )−gi(F0). From the complementary slackness
conditions, gi(F0) = 0 must hold since otherwise constraints
C1 and C2 will be inactive. Hence, the condition J ′F0(F ) ≤ 0
for the optimality of F0 is
∫
i(x;F0)dF (x)−C − λ1g1(F )−
λ2g2(F )≤0, which reduces to (9). This completes the proof.
APPENDIX C − PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
We start with the necessary and sufficient condition in (9)
that guarantees the optimality of F0. From Appendix B, (9)
can be written as
∫
i(x;F0)dF (x)−C−
∑2
i=1 λigi(F )≤0. For
convenience, we define gi(F ) =
∫
Ai(x)dF (x)−ai, i = 1, 2.
Hence, A1(x) = x2, a1 = σ2x, A2(x) = −I0
(√
2BhEx
)
, and
a2 =−Ereq. Thus, (9) can be written as∫ (
i(x;F0)−
2∑
i=1
λiAi(x)
)
dF (x) ≤ C −
2∑
i=1
λiai. (11)
Next, we prove that (11) holds if and only if
i(x;F0)≤C+
∑2
i=1 λi (Ai(x)−ai) , ∀x ∈ [−A,A],
(12)
and
i(x;F0) = C +
∑2
i=1 λi (Ai(x)− ai) , ∀x ∈ E0. (13)
Clearly, if both conditions (12) and (13) hold, F0 must be
optimal because the necessary and sufficient condition in (11)
is satisfied. Thereby, the converse remains to be proved, i.e., if
(11) holds, (12) and (13) must also hold. We prove this by con-
tradiction. Assume that (11) holds but (12) not. It means that
∃ x˜ ∈ [−A,A] such that i(x˜;F0) > C+
∑2
i=1 λi (Ai(x˜)− ai).
Now, let F be the unit-step function at x˜, then the left hand side
of (11) becomes i(x˜;F0)−
∑2
i=1 λiAi(x˜) > C −
∑2
i=1 λiai,
which violates (11). Hence, if (11) holds, (12) must also hold.
Now, assume that (11) holds but (13) not. That is, assume that
for a subset of E0 defined as E′⊂E0, with positive measure,
i.e.,
∫
E′ dF0(x) = δ > 0, (13) does not hold. Then, from (12),
i(x;F0) < C+
∑2
i=1λi(Ai(x)−ai), ∀x ∈ E′. Now, we can
write
C −
2∑
i=1
λiai = I(F0)−
2∑
i=1
λi
∫
Ai(x)dF0(x)
=
∫ (
i(x;F0)−
2∑
i=1
λiAi(x)
)
dF0(x),
(14)
where we used C=I(F0) and that constraints C1 and C2 in (7)
are satisfied with equality for the optimal distribution F0. Since
F0 has points of increase on E0 only, we have
∫
E0
dF0(x) =∫
E′ dF0(x)+
∫
E0−E′dF0(x)=δ+(1−δ)=1. Hence, (14) reads
C −
2∑
i=1
λiai =
∫
x∈E′
(
i(x;F0)−
2∑
i=1
λiAi(x)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
<C−∑2i=1 λiai
dF0(x)
+
∫
x∈E0−E′
(
i(x;F0)−
2∑
i=1
λiAi(x)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=C−∑2i=1 λiai
dF0(x) < C −
2∑
i=1
λiai
which is a contradiction. Hence, if (11) holds, (13) must also
hold. Therefore, (12) and (13) are necessary and sufficient
conditions for the optimality of the input distribution F0. Next,
we obtain condition (10) from (12) and (13). By definition, the
marginal information density i(x, F0) is given by [9]
i(x, F0) =
∫
y
p(y|x) log2
(
p(y|x)
p(y;F0)
)
dy
=
∫
p(y|x) log2(p(y|x))dy −
∫
p(y|x) log2(p(y;F0))dy
= −1
2
log2(2pieσ
2
n)−
1√
2piσ2n
∫
e
− (y−xhI )2
2σ2n log2(p(y;F0))dy
where the first term on the right-hand side is the negative of the
entropy of the noise. Finally, using the definitions of Ai(x) and
ai for i = 1, 2, (12) and (13) reduce to (10). This completes
the proof.
APPENDIX D − PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Our proof of the discreteness of the optimal input distribu-
tion parallels that in [14, Section IV]. In particular, we show
that the equality in (10) cannot be satisfied on a set of points
that has an accumulation point, which indicates that the set E0
must be discrete and the optimal input X must be a discrete
random variable. We start with the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the optimality of F0 in (10) and extend it to the
complex domain, then the LHS of (10) reduces to
s(z) = λ1
(
z2 − σ2x
)−λ2 (I0 (√2BhEz)−Ereq)+ C
+
1
2
log2(2pieσ
2
n)+
1√
2piσ2n
∫
e
− (y−zhI )2
2σ2n log2(p(y;F0))dy, (15)
where z ∈ C. The extension to the complex domain is
necessary to use the identity theorem for analytic functions
in complex analysis. In particular, the function s(z) is analytic
over the complex domain, since the quadratic function, the
modified Bessel function, and the exponential function are
all analytic [9]. A necessary condition for the optimal input
distribution to be F0 is that s(z) must be zero ∀ z ∈ E0. But
from the identity theorem, if the set E0 has an accumulation
point and the analytic function s(z) = 0, ∀z ∈ E0, then s(z) is
necessarily zero over the whole complex domain, i.e., s(z) = 0,
∀z ∈ C. Next, we show that s(z) cannot be zero, ∀ z ∈ C,
which implies that E0 cannot have an accumulation point, i.e.,
E0 must be discrete.
First, similar to [14], we set σ2n = 1 to simplify the proof
without loss of generality and express the last integral term
in (15) in terms of the Hermite polynomials Hm(y) defined
in [14, Appendix F]. In particular, since log2(p(y;F0)) is a
continuous function of y and is square integrable with respect
to e−y
2/2, it can be written in terms of the Hermite bases as
log2(p(y;F0)) =
∞∑
m=0
cmHm(y), (16)
where cm are constants. Hence, the last term of s(z) in (15)
can be written as
Z=
1√
2pi
∫
e−
y2
2 e−
(hIz)
2
2 +hIzy log2(p(y;F0))dy
=
1√
2pi
∫
e−
y2
2
∞∑
n=0
(hIz)
n
n!
Hn(y)
∞∑
m=0
cmHm(y)dy, (17)
where we used the Hermite polynomial expansion
e−
(hIz)
2
2 +hIzy =
∑∞
n=0
(hIz)
n
n! Hn(y) [14]. Next, using the
orthogonality property of the Hermite polynomials with respect
to e−y
2/2 given by
∫∞
−∞Hn(y)Hm(y)e
−y2/2dy = m!
√
2pi
if m = n and zero otherwise [14, Appendix F], then Z in
(17) reduces to Z =
∑∞
m=0 cm(hIz)
m. Furthermore, using
the Taylor series expansion of the modified Bessel function
given by I0(z) =
∑∞
m=0
(z/2)2m
(m!)2 , the Bessel function in (15)
can be written as I0
(√
2BhEz
)
=
∑∞
m=0 amz
2m, where
am =
(BhE/
√
2)2m
(m!)2 . Hence, from (15), s(z) = 0 reduces to
∞∑
m=0
cmh
m
I z
m= λ2
( ∞∑
m=0
amz
2m − Ereq
)
−λ1(z2 − σ2x)− C −
1
2
log2(2pie). (18)
Equating the coefficients of zm, we get
c0 = λ2(a0 − Ereq) + λ1σ2x − C − 0.5 log2(2pie); codd = 0,
c2 = (λ2a1 − λ1)/h2I ; cm = λ2am2 /hmI , ∀ evenm ≥ 4.
(19)
Inserting (19) into (16), the output pdf reduces to
p(y;F0) = e
ln(2)
∑∞
n=0 c2nH2n(y). (20)
Next, we consider two cases based on whether or not the EH
constraint is active. We will show that in both cases, the optimal
input distribution is discrete with finite number of mass points.
Case 1 (λ2 = 0): If the EH constraint is inactive, i.e., C2
in (7) is satisfied with strict inequality, then λ2 = 0 from
the complementary slackness, cf. Theorem 1. In this case, the
coefficients in (19) reduce to c0 = λ1σ2x −C − 0.5 log2(2pie),
c2 = −λ1/h2I , and cm = 0, ∀m 6= {0, 2}. Using the Hermite
polynomials H0(y) = 1, H2(y) = y2 − 1 [14, Appendix F],
the output pdf in (20) reduces to
p(y;F0) = e
ln(2)(c0−c2)eln(2)c2y
2
. (21)
Since the support of p(y;F0) is the whole real line R and
c2 < 0, the output distribution in (21) is the Gaussian distri-
bution with zero mean. Now, for Y to be Gaussian distributed
in the AWGN channel model Y = XhI + N , then X must
also be Gaussian distributed. However, with the PP constraint
|X| ≤ A, X cannot be Gaussian distributed on a bounded
interval. Thus, the output distribution in (21) is invalid. Hence,
the assumption s(z) = 0 used to obtain (18) cannot hold over
the whole complex plane, and from the identity theorem, E0
cannot have an accumulation point and the optimal distribution
of X must be discrete.
Case 2 (λ2 > 0): In this case, the EH constraint is active,
i.e., C2 in (7) is satisfied with equality and the coefficients
cm are given by (19). From [14, Appendix F], the Hermite
polynomials of even orders are function of even powers of y.
Thus, the output distribution in (20) reduces to
p(y;F0) = e
ln(2)
∞∑
n=0
qny
2n
=
∞∏
n=0
eln(2)qny
2n
, (22)
where qn are non-zero constants. It can be easily verified that
for some n → ∞, ∃ qn > 0, in which case p(y;F0) in (22)
cannot be a valid distribution since it is unbounded. Hence, we
conclude that s(z) = 0,∀ z ∈ C, cannot hold and E0 cannot
have an accumulation point and must be discrete. Finally, the
finiteness of the number of mass points in F0 follows from the
PP constraint |X| ≤ A. In particular, a bounded set of discrete
points must be finite. This completes the proof.
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